
 

 

Monday 

This week, we are continuing our work on the ‘City of Silence.’ 

Complete activity 11. Today, we will be creating a poem. Each verse could be 4 lines on a 

different threatening setting. E.g. Dungeon of doom followed by Cave of Death, Forest of 

Dread and Cavern of Fear.  

For this poem, you will need a repeating phrase chosen from one of the ideas above. Here 

are some examples so you get the idea:  

I Got Lost 

I got lost in the castle of curses and never came out,  

I got lost in the maze of confusion as….  

I got lost in the land of dreams where….  

I got lost in the field of fear because….  

      

In the Castle of Dreams  

In the castle of dreams there are….  

In the castle of dreams you will….  

In the castle of dreams no-one….  

In the castle of dreams I…..  

 

Tuesday 

Complete activity 12. Write a narrative or descriptive paragraph based around one of your 

favourite combinations. Try to describe the setting and how the character reacts to what they 

see. Remember to keep re-reading your writing to see if it works and if it needs a tweak here 

or there with the spelling or punctuation. (See the model example ‘City of Silence’ to 

‘magpie’ from.)  

 

Wednesday 

Complete activity 13. One of your ideas might already stand out to you as a great setting to 

bring to life by drawing/painting. Choose one of your ideas and sketch out what it might look 

like there. Look at a suggested idea for ‘The forest of premonitions.’ 

 

Thursday 

Complete activity 14. Poems and creative writing really come alive when they are read out 

loud and performed. You could just do this for yourself, or for your family or record it and 

send it to other people you know to cheer them up or inspire them to do their own. I would 

love you to send me the video of it to. See the workbook for top tips! 

 



Friday 

I have found this poem, ‘The Rainbow Children.’ It really touched me as I think it captures 

this time of lockdown but also makes me feel positive about you as children and the futures 

you will have. I miss us being all together but think that this is the perfect time to look 

forwards and feel proud of the both the children you are today and the adults you will be in 

the future. So your task today is up to you, I just want you to feel and respond to this poem. .  

You can simply read and enjoy the poem, hear its message, or you may wish to illustrate it - 

I would love to see these. You may even choose to write your own version of ‘The Rainbow 

Children.’  

 

Weekly tasks – 

Read ‘Holes’ chapters 41-50.  (We need to get to the end!)  

Spellings – Synonyms and Antonyms  

Test yourself on this week’s spelling words.  

deafening piercing blaring  ear-piercing  raucous 

silent  tranquil inaudible unobtrusive  peaceful 

 


